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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this article is a personal representation which focuses on the caste system and the law that is
been practicing still now without any advancements. It focuses on the impact of caste system which encouraged
various evil practices, and also about the necessity to change the laws that are framed earlier as per the present
generations. It brings a notice to the public to realize where they are and what they should do to change
themselves. It also focuses on the professional upliftment of laws that are practiced as per companies act.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Friends, we have tried to analyse what may be the roots of law. Such analysation made us to write some of the
issues in this article. We hope it will be useful to all law interpreters. We made an attempt in such a way that it
applies not only to our country but universally. In such process we formulated a theory which may be somewhat
like Darwin`s theory, because it gives you a feeling that this theory was correct, but may not provide you
evidence.

1.1. THEORY ON CASTES AND LAWS
To our understanding laws are made to provide virtue to all living beings to the extent possible. According to
our opinion people related to earlier periods also recognised the importance of law and depending on their
knowledge they created laws and updated according to the developments in different fields. Such laws are
followed at that time, and even the perception of laws varied from country to country and in some cases from
place to place. People who followed those laws considered them as caste. Due to advancements in laws, people
of different castes developed in different fields. People started loving their laws because they are happy in life.
As per our understanding Brahmins are considered as professionals in case of Hindus. Because of selfish people
(including Brahmins) good professionals also got hurt by stones. However people of some castes are unable to
see the progress achieved by the other castes and felt jealous and their ego got hurt due to communication
problems between different castes. People of different castes started to argue that their laws are superior to
others. They started quarrelling with each other. And started wars to apply their laws on people who wanted to
follow other laws. Due to such wars Knowledge acquired by different castes are vanished. Even though
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Knowledge saved was vanished by wars, people who believed in such vanished laws are continued to follow
them and they are able to manage and rebuild them to the extent they can. Although such laws are being rebuilt
they failed to explain cause and effect in some cases. Because they are unable to explain for some situations,
cause and effect of such laws started weakening. Besides which other caste people started to occupy the
countries and applied their laws to the occupied group of castes. Hope we are able to capture what happened
after that as history.
According to us, an individual’s caste is as follows:
Caste: Indian
Sub Caste: Literate
Sub-Sub-Caste: Profession of the individual
Depending on ruling authority say, Government, King, Military etc., we are following certain things of such so
called castes, as traditions to the extent that abide by the laws of such place. However, such so called castes are
unable to explain certain things with cause and effect due to distortion of information and loss of knowledge
acquired by such castes that are applied in situations which they are not intended to apply.
Some issues were blended by selfish people to the things uttered by castes, which turned into blind beliefs. For
example, there is a concept called “Sathi Sahagamanam” which we are able to abolish with the help of great
persons like Rajaramohan Rai. But today in real the situation is different. For example: If a person’s wife
expired due to breast cancer. Immediately after her death, husband committed suicide within two days who was
unable to bare it. By observing this, we can understand that, people are in the mood of increasing their love and
affection towards each other especially in case of wife and husband relation, where, in India this relation is
considered as most valuable.
As per the understanding, developments in law of such earlier periods reached to a stage where each and every
person’s duties are determined by law in most of the cases. However, the laws of present generations are not
developed in certain areas as they were developed in the earlier periods.
Advancements in law leads to a situation where traditions of so called castes may not be followed. Because
developments in law leads to practicing traditions just for name sake and then after some time people would not
follow those because they are unable to find logical reasoning behind those.
We hope that the caste should not represent only to a single group of people but the country. So we assume that
the future castes will be like: laws of India, laws of USA, laws of UAE, laws of Australia......etc. Virtue may
vary from situation to situation. For example assume a law was made in a very hot weather country as to no
permission for constructing a building if it does not have an air conditioning facility. If we apply such law in a
country like India, it would not work.
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The law when it is developed and framed for benefiting the citizens of the country it should
be framed in such a way that there should not be any faults in the structure. And at the same
time no one should be able to criticize it. The advancements in law should be the equal to all,
they should not only be restricted to study but they should be like implementing what is there
in it. Only then the difference in the individual’s will be removed.
II. CONCLUSION
Friends it is not of criticizing any law as far as we are following , but it is of the opinion that, before any law
passed for authorisation to the concerned persons it must be given to the people who are able to make their
suggestions and recommendations. And must be modified as per their suggestions. Because, it is the people who
are about to bare the changes and when the problem occurs it is also the people who fight on it.
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